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Abstract

The landscape of digital lexical resources is often characterized by dedicated local portals
and proprietary interfaces as primary access points for scholars and the interested public.
In addition, legal and technical restrictions are potential issues that can make it difficult
to efficiently query and use these valuable resources. The research data consortium Text+
develops solutions for the storage and provision of digital language resources which are then
provided in the context of the unified cross-domain German research data infrastructure
NFDI. The specific topic of accessing lexical resources in a diverse and heterogenous setting
with a variety of participating institutions and established technical solutions is met with
the development of the federated search and query framework LexFCS. The LexFCS
extends the established CLARIN Federated Content Search (FCS) that already allows
accessing spatially distributed text corpora using a common specification of technical
interfaces, data formats, and query languages. This paper describes the current state of
development of the LexFCS, gives an insight into its technical details, and provides an
outlook on its future development.
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1. Introduction

The Text+ consortiumR works on the utilization of text- and language-based research
data in a distributed research environment. It is part of Germany’s National Research
Data Infrastructure (NFDIk) which aims to make research data available for scientific
usage, support their interlinkage, and their long-term preservation. Consortia from
various research areas are participating in the NFDI and work on establishing an inter-
disciplinary network of data and services based on common standards and the FAIR
principles (findability, accessibility, interoperability, and reusability).

Text+ is organised in three “data domains”. The data domain “lexical resources” deals
with all kinds of lexical resources, including dictionaries, encyclopedias, normative data,
terminological databases, ontologies etc. Many of the largest German providers of such
resources are members of the consortium. The data domain is structured in three thematic
clusters with varying focuses (see figure 1).

One salient goal of the data domain is the integration of lexical data in a decentralized
dictionary platform. Due to the heterogeneous nature of available resources, formats, levels

R ?iiTb,ffrrrXi2ti@THmbXQ`;f2M
k ?iiTb,ffrrrXM7/BX/2f\H�M;42M
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Figure 1: Data domains and their thematic clusters in the Text+ project

of annotation, and technical architectures in use, the implementation will follow a federated
approach based on common protocols and formats. Query and retrieval of lexical data on
this platform is based on the protocol of the CLARIN Federated Content Search (FCSj).
The CLARIN FCS is an established framework that already allows accessing spatially
distributed text corpora using a common specification of technical interfaces, data formats,
and query languages. This framework was developed in the European CLARIN9 (*QKKQM
G�M;m�;2 _2bQm`+2b �M/ h2+?MQHQ;v AM7`�bi`m+im`2) project (Váradi et al., 2008). Its
current specification is the basis for adding additional features that support the querying
and retrieval of lexical records in the same distributed research environment.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 gives an overview about related work in
the field of providing lexical resources in a distributed research environment. Section 3
describes the state and amount of available lexical resources in the Text+ project. Section
4 outlines the general characteristics of the Federated Content Search, followed by section
5 that describes all extensions made to address specifics of lexical resources. Finally,
section 6 presents the conclusion and highlights other current work and plans for further
improvements.

2. Related Work

To make different electronic lexical resources available in one place and to allow them to be
browsed and queried in a unified way has been a longstanding endeavour for years. Often,
such projects were organisationally restricted to single institutions such as is the case
with the Trier “Wörterbuchnetz”,8 a growing collection of mainly historical and dialectal
dictionaries on the German language. Similar projects can be found across the world for
different languages. Another early attempt in this regard is the interconnection of wordnets
in different languages as pursued by the Global WordNet Association.e However, most of
these attempts were focused on lexical resources that are structurally and conceptionally
very similar.

With the advent of the creation of common research infrastructures on national and
international levels and a strong focus on FAIR data, more general initiatives have tackled

j ?iiTb,ffrrrX+H�`BMX2mf+QMi2Mif+QMi2Mi@b2�`+?
9 ?iiTb,ffrrrX+H�`BMX2mf
8 ?iiTb,ffrQ2`i2`#m+?M2ixX/2f
e ?iiT,ff;HQ#�HrQ`/M2iXQ`;f
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the problem of unifying the ways to access and exploit lexical data, such as the ERICs
(1m`QT2�M _2b2�`+? AM7`�bi`m+im`2 *QMbQ`iB�) CLARINd and DARIAH3 (.B;Bi�H _2b2�`+?
AM7`�bi`m+im`2 7Q` i?2 �`ib �M/ >mK�MBiB2b) together with their national sub-projects as
well as the 1G1sAaN project among a range of smaller initiatives.

The four FAIR principles were not targeted equally for lexical data by the early infrastruc-
tures. CLARIN and DARIAH focused their efforts especially on }M/�#BHBiv and �++2bbB#BHBiv,
resulting in an elaborate metadata ecosystem (e. g. based on CLARIN’s +QKTQM2Mi K2i�@
/�i� BM7`�bi`m+im`2- *J.ARy), and a group of distributed certified data centers to operate
repositories that host the actual data. The ELEXIS project on the other hand focused
more strongly on BMi2`QT2`�#BHBiv and `2mb�#BHBiv in terms of the computational exploitation
of lexical data. It had a strong influence on the development of the OntoLex/LemonRR

model for the representation of lexical data (McCrae et al., 2017), and on the ISO 24613
family of standards on the H2tB+�H K�`FmT 7`�K2rQ`FRk (LMF).

Other initiatives such as the TEIRj (Text Encoding Initiative) have also worked on the
standardization of dictionary and lexicon mark-up since the 1980s. In this context, the
focus is often but not exclusively directed on the faithful representation of digitized print
dictionaries. Work on the refinement of the TEI guidelines for the encoding of lexical data
has recently been promoted by DARIAH and ELEXIS as well as by individual scholars,
most notably in the TEI Lex-0R9 initiative.

Orthogonal to the approaches described above, there are also more communal attempts to
the creation of lexical resources which are not exclusively run by academic participants.
The most important projects in this regard are Wiktionary,R8 DBPedia,Re and Wikidata.Rd

While Wiktionary is essentially a community-driven multilingual dictionary based on
(highly formalized) wiki syntax, DBPedia and Wikidata aim at automatically extracting
strictly formalized information (though not restricted to lexical information) from sources
like Wiktionary and (foremost) Wikipedia and at providing the extracted knowledge in
the linked open data (LOD) paradigm, e. g. in the form of RDF serializations.

3. Lexical Resources in Text+

The diversity of (technical) data representation in lexical resources that was outlined above
is also reflected in the actual data the participating institutions contribute to the Text+
project and which they have contributed to earlier projects such as CLARIN. Representation
formats range from generic and customised TEI/XML serializations to legacy XML formats
to table-like serializations (in the cases e. g. of lemma lists and frequency information)
to geographic information captured in images of maps and to many more formats. This

d ?iiTb,ffrrrX+H�`BMX2mf
3 ?iiTb,ffrrrX/�`B�?X2mf
N ?iiTb,ff2H2tXBbf

Ry ?iiTb,ffrrrX+H�`BMX2mf+QMi2Mif+QKTQM2Mi@K2i�/�i�
RR ?iiTb,ffrrrXrjXQ`;fkyRNfyNfH2tB+Q;f
Rk ?iiTb,ffrrrXBbQXQ`;fbi�M/�`/fe38ReX?iKH
Rj ?iiTb,ffrrrXi2B@+XQ`;f
R9 ?iiTb,ff/�`B�?@2`B+X;Bi?m#XBQfH2tB+�H`2bQm`+2bfT�;2bfh1AG2tyfh1AG2tyX?iKH
R8 ?iiTb,ffrrrXrBFiBQM�`vXQ`;f
Re ?iiTb,ffrrrX/#T2/B�XQ`;f
Rd ?iiTb,ffrrrXrBFB/�i�XQ`;f
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heterogeneity makes a unified representation of the data both for retrieval and presentation
a challenging task.

The set of data categories for a given lexical resource is typically specific to this resource.
It may range from very broad and general categories (e. g. headword, definition) or
mostly uncontroversial grammatical features of the headword (e. g. its part-of-speech)
to highly specific linguistic properties that only occur in certain types of dictionaries
(e. g. cognates, lexical inheritance relations), or to properties that are strongly bound
to certain linguistic theories (e. g. different notations of collocation, or the treatment of
homonymy/homography).

Moreover, participating institutions typically have operated local systems for serving,
updating, and querying their resources and thus created specific environments for the
maintenance and exploitation of their resources. These environments need also not
necessarily be technically interoperable per se across different institutions. They may rely
on different underlying data formats, different query languages, and different protocols for
communicating with their server instances.

Given the situation described above, three principal strategies for harmonising the lexical
data and the access to the data can be considered:

1. converting all lexical data into a single common format and using generic software
to access the data;

2. explicitly annotating all data categories in the different formats and using generic
software that operates on the annotations to access the data;

3. not changing the data or the existing infrastructure and using conversion mecha-
nisms to relay standardised queries to the existing infrastructure and possibly also
converting the query results to a specific exchange format.

Converting all lexical resources into genuine triple representations (e. g. in the form of
an RDF serialization) based on an agreed-upon predicate inventory would be the easiest
way to achieve a unification in case one. The generic infrastructural pillar would then be
a triple store. This shifts the computational burden to the representation of the results.
These will then have to be transformed into a human readable form in the context of a
general research infrastructure. In this paper we do not report on preliminary work we
have done in this direction.

Following case two, all data categories would have to be marked up in the lexical data.
Depending on the granularity of the categories this can lead to tedious manual or automatic
annotation work on all lexical data sources. The generic software would still have to be
able to work on different serializations (e. g. XML vs. JSON vs. proprietary formats such
as relational databases).

The scenario in case three has the advantage that the lexical data does not have to be
modified or adapted. This can be essential when the data is also used in other workflows
such as is the case for ongoing editions that rely on a software stack of their own. What
needs to be implemented, though, is an on-the-fly transformation of incoming standardised
queries into the resource specific query language. Note that this transformation might not
be guaranteed to be lossless when the source query language has greater expressive power
than the target query language.
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In the following sections we describe our approach with respect to the third case.

4. Federated Content Search Infrastructure

The CLARIN Federated Content Search (FCS) is an established federated search engine
that is specified, developed, and maintained in the context of the European CLARIN
project. CLARIN works on an interoperable, integrated research online environment for
the support of researchers in the humanities and social sciences. CLARIN is characterised
by many participating institutions (so called *G�_AL +2Mi`2b) that provide linguistic
resources for a variety of research communities. These centres agree on and adhere to
general requirements on how to provide data, tools, and services and work on an integrated
research environment where those resources are linked by and accessed via common data
formats and technical interfaces.

In this context, the CLARIN FCS’ original focus is to give access to text corpora in this
environment. It allows querying distributed corpora by using a standardised RESTful pro-
tocol and data formats (Stehouwer et al., 2012) that are based on the a2�`+?f_2i`B2p�H pB�
l_G protocol (specified by the Library of Congress, Morgan (2004)) and the b2�`+?_2i`B2p2
protocol (OASIS, 2013), specified by the open standards consortium OASIS (Organization
for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards). The protocol allows to query
data stored in online available data ‘endpoints’ via three operations of which the following
two are relevant here:

• Operation 1tTH�BM to identify capabilities (like supported query language(s), query
vocabulary, and data formats) and available resources that a specific endpoint
provides.

• Operation a2�`+?_2i`B2p2 to query (a subset of) those resources at a specific
endpoint.

Based on these operations, a client – including central aggregators or search portals –
can query a single endpoint, or multiple endpoints in parallel. Each endpoint functions
as a “proxy” for the local technical infrastructure at a specific institution in the FCS
infrastructure and is typically hosted by the individual institution itself (see figure 2).

The SRU/searchRetrieve protocol includes means to be easily adapted to new requirements.
The CLARIN FCS makes use of this mechanism and extends the protocol with a focus
on accessing text corpora. These text corpora can be queried based on their fulltext
representation or by addressing a variety of linguistic annotation layers, including part-of-
speech, word baseforms, or phonetic transcriptions. For this, a dedicated corpus query
language FCS-QL (inspired by the popular CQPR3) and data representation formats were
defined as key components of the protocol.

The CLARIN FCS acknowledges the problem of heterogeneity in a distributed research
environment, where access to data can vary in aspects like the data format used, storage
solution, query language and more. By agreeing on a lightweight retrieval protocol and
simple default data formats (so-called .�i�oB2rb) those distributed resources can be
R3 ?iiTb,ff+r#XbQm`+27Q`;2XBQf7BH2bf*ZSnJ�Mm�Hf
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made available to end users via easy-to-use Web interfaces (like the FCS aggregatorRN).
In this sense, the FCS does not provide a feature-complete replacement of specific search
interfaces, but offers a simple way to get an overview of available resources that can also
be accessed by the specialised applications at the hosting institution, if needed.

Despite its original focus on text corpora, support for requests and retrieval of lexical
entries in the FCS has long been discussed and is currently implemented in an iterative
work process coordinated between Text+ and CLARIN’s FCS taskforce. This seemed
to be especially reasonable as many German Text+ participants already participate in
the current CLARIN FCS infrastructure and therefore have experience in creating and
maintaining compatible endpoints.

Figure 2: The general FCS architecture

5. FCS Specification Extension for Lexical Resources
The FCS specification (Schonefeld et al., 2014) in its latest version 2.0 describes two search
modes:

• Basic Search (mandatory) is the minimum requirement to participate in the
FCS infrastructure. It specifies a minimal query language for fulltext search and a
simple >Aha (Generic Hits) DataView (basic highlighting of query matches and
Keyword-in-Context (KWIC) visualization) for results. This search mode allows to
integrate any resource that has some form of textual representation.

• Advanced Search (optional) is used for searching in annotated text data with
one or more annotation layers. The specification describes six types of layers (text,
lemma, part-of-speech, and different forms of normalisation and transcription) for –
potentially complex – queries using FCS-QL, a CQP-like query language. The result
serialisation is the �.o (Advanced) DataView to support structured information
in annotation layers. Annotations are (character) streams with offsets which also
allows for e. g. audio transcriptions. This search capability is primarily focused on
text corpora and similar resources.

We extend the core FCS specification in terms of �MMQmM+BM;, [m2`vBM; and `2i`B2pBM;
lexical resources while we ensure to seamlessly integrate and remain compatible with the
RN ?iiTb,ff+QMi2Mib2�`+?X+H�`BMX2m
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overall FCS architecture. This allows to reuse features such as access control for restricted
resources, automatic configuration of clients, and the overall registration of endpoints
within the FCS system (see figure 3). We also adapt existing search interfaces to support
users in the process of creating lexical queries and dealing with the results offered (see
figure 4). The specification extension for lexical resources introduces the LEX search
capability, and entails:

• Specifying the query language (see section 5.1) which is a “CQL Context Set”ky of
the Contextual Query LanguagekR (standardized by the US Library of Congress)
dedicated to querying lexical entries. Its specification includes agreements on acces-
sible fields of information (like part-of-speech, definitions, (semantically) related
entries etc.) for a lexeme, and how to combine them to complex queries. This is
especially challenging due to the inherently hierarchical structure of lexical data.

• Specifying common data formats for a unified result presentation (see section 5.2).
On the basic level, this is achieved by a mandatory KWIC representation that allows
annotating information types inline and by an advanced tabular-representation
of all fields in a key-value-style. It is clearly understood that in most cases these
representations can only provide a simplified view on the data. It is therefore
endorsed to provide records in their complex native representation as well with
examples being different TEI dialects including TEI Lex-0,kk OntoLex/Lemon,kj

and other formats.

For the current draft of the LexFCS proposal for extending the core FCS specification
with regards to lexical resources refer to Körner et al. (2023). The document is still under
heavy development and subject to change.

Figure 3: The FCS architecture extended to incorporate endpoints for lexical resources

5.1 Query Language – LexCQL

We propose LexCQL as the main query language – a subset of the CQLk9 which is
customized for searching through fields of lexical resources. In contrast to text corpora that
ky ?iiTb,ffrrrXHQ+X;Qpfbi�M/�`/bfb`mf+[Hf+QMi2tia2ibfi?2*[H*QMi2tia2iX?iKH
kR ?iiTb,ffrrrXHQ+X;Qpfbi�M/�`/bfb`mf+[Hf
kk ?iiTb,ff/�`B�?@2`B+X;Bi?m#XBQfH2tB+�H`2bQm`+2bfT�;2bfh1AG2tyfh1AG2tyX?iKH
kj ?iiTb,ffrrrXrjXQ`;fkyRNfyNfH2tB+Q;f
k9 SH2�b2 MQi2 i?�i BM i?Bb T�T2` i?2 i2`K ǳ*ZGǴ Bb �Hr�vb `272``BM; iQ i?2 *QMi2tim�H Zm2`v G�M;m�;2 Q7

i?2 GB#`�`v Q7 *QM;`2bb �M/ b?QmH/ MQi #2 +QM7mb2/ rBi? i?2 aF2i+? 1M;BM2Ƕb *Q`Tmb Zm2`v G�M;m�;2X
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are subdivided into sentences, paragraphs, documents etc., with their various annotation
layers, lexical resources are often organised around single lexical entries with specific
information that is frequently represented in the form of property-value pairs. Even though
lexical entries can be nested, the LexCQL initially focuses on flat entries only.

A typical minimal set of information available in many Text+ resources contains the
following searchable information types (or “indexes” in CQL):

• lemma: Lemma or article name,
• pos: Part-of-speech; it is encouraged to support – in addition to potentially more

specific tagsets – the lMBp2`b�H SPa i�;b of the Universal Dependencies project,k8

• def: Definition or description as fulltext string,
• xr$synonymy, xr$hyponymy, …: Semantic relations as fulltext strings; analogous

to the TEI Lex-0 types,ke

• senseRef (draft): ID/URI refering to external authority files or lexical databases,
like Princeton WordNet, GermaNet, GND, or WikiData.

In the current specification draft, only the relation “4” is defined to separate queried field
and value. In general, endpoints should be lenient when processing queries to improve
usability and recall of results. This might include to implicitly handle spelling variants, to
use normalisation procedures for historic word forms, or to support partial matches for
full text fields like definitions. The CQL relation modifier “f2t�+i” should be used and
supported when searching for an exact string match.

For more complex queries, Boolean operatorskd such as �L., P_ and LPh can be used and
structured via parentheses if necessary. As specified by CQL, strings containing white-
spaces or special characters require quoting using doubles quotes (”) which are optional
otherwise. However, we suggest using quotes for better readability.

1t�KTH2b,

RX +�i O b2�`+?BM; QM /27�mHi 7B2H/- 2X ;X H2KK�c bT2+B7B2/ #v 2M/TQBMi
kX H2KK� 4f2t�+i ]H�m7i] O 2t�+i bi`BM; K�i+? `2[m2bi2/
jX /27 4 ]�M 2/B#H2] �M/ TQb 4 ]LPlL] O UBKTHB+BiV T�`iB�H K�i+? BM /27
9X TQb 4 �.C �M/ t`0bvMQMvKv 4 ]iBMv]
8X b2Mb2_27 4 ]?iiTb,ff/@M#XBM7Qf;M/fRR38dRk9N]

5.2 Data Format for Results

The result formats currently supported by the FCS (HITS and ADV “DataViews”) are
insufficient for the structure of lexical resources like dictionaries, encyclopedias, wordnets,
or ontologies. The LexFCS specification proposes two additional formats.

The DataView LexHITS, an extension of the basic HITS DataView allows endpoints to
optionally annotate information (like lemma, part-of-speech, and the record’s definition,
k8 ?iiTb,ffmMBp2`b�H/2T2M/2M+B2bXQ`;fmfTQbf
ke ?iiTb,ff/�`B�?@2`B+X;Bi?m#XBQfH2tB+�H`2bQm`+2bfT�;2bfh1AG2tyfh1AG2tyX?iKHO+`Qbb`27nivTQHQ;v
kd ?iiTb,ffrrrXHQ+X;Qpfbi�M/�`/bfb`mf+[Hf+QMi2tia2ibfi?2*[H*QMi2tia2iX?iKHO#QQH2�Mb
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explanation or description) in a fulltext representation. This allows endpoints to reuse the
mandatory KWIC format of the HITS DataView to present a simple representation of the
entry but augments the results with more information. If this is not feasible, endpoints
can gracefully fall back to a plain text result. The information types to be annotated
are intentionally kept similar to the three most basic LexCQL fields (H2KK�, TQb, and
/27 ) to emphasize the relation between queried fields and result presentation. To remain
compatible with the HITS DataView the search hits marker (I?Bib,>Bi=) is reused and
extended by the XML attribute !FBM/. For a specific example of its use in a result’s
presentation, see figure 4.

1t�KTH2 Q7 >Aha .�i�oB2r rBi? G2t �MMQi�iBQMb 2ti2MbBQM U?B;?HB;?i2/ BM `2/V,

I7+b,.�i�oB2r ivT24]�TTHB+�iBQMft@i2tiTHmb@7+b@?BibYtKH]=
I?Bib,_2bmHi tKHMb,?Bib4]?iiT,ffi2tiTHmbXQ`;f7+bf/�i�pB2rf?Bib]=

I?Bib,>Bi FBM/4]H2t@H2KK�]=�TTH2If?Bib,>Bi=, I?Bib,>Bi
FBM/4]H2t@TQb]=LPlLIf?Bib,>Bi=X I?Bib,>Bi FBM/4]H2t@/27]=�M �TTH2
Bb �M 2/B#H2 7`mBi T`Q/m+2/ #v �M �TTH2 i`22XIf?Bib,>Bi=

If?Bib,_2bmHi=
If7+b,.�i�oB2r=

�TTH2, LPlLX �M �TTH2 Bb �M 2/B#H2 7`mBi T`Q/m+2/ #v �M �TTH2 i`22X

For a more structured presentation of results, an optional DataView is currently discussed
that allows providing lexical information as key-value pairs. This format aims at an easy
conversion of potentially complex formats into a more general – however simplified – flat
structure. As it focuses on a shallow representation, nested entries with sub-structures
will need to be flattened into their own entries for search and retrieval. Discussions are
ongoing to specify a set of recommendations on required and optional information types
and a normative list of keys and value formats.

1t�KTH2 Q7 � TQi2MiB�H i�#mH�` F2v@p�Hm2 .�i�oB2r,

I7+b,.�i�oB2r ivT24]�TTHB+�iBQMft@i2tiTHmb@7+b@H2tYtKH]=
I_2bmHi=

I1Mi`v=
I5@@ G2t2K2 2Mi`v @@=
IL�K2 ivT24]H2KK�]=G2KK�IfL�K2=
Io�Hm2=G�m7Ifo�Hm2=

If1Mi`v=
I1Mi`v=

I5@@ ai�M/�`/ SPa i�; b2i @@=
IL�K2 ivT24]TQb]=SPaIfL�K2=
I5@@ JmHiBTH2 p�Hm2b �`2 TQbbB#H2 @@=
Io�Hm2=LPlLIfo�Hm2=
Io�Hm2=o1_"Ifo�Hm2=

If1Mi`v=
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I1Mi`v=
I5@@ *mbiQK SPa i�; b2i- �b �//BiBQM�H ]TQb] 2Mi`v ivT2 @@=
IL�K2 ivT24]TQb]=ahhaIfL�K2=
Io�Hm2=ooAJSIfo�Hm2=
Io�Hm2=LLIfo�Hm2=

If1Mi`v=
I5@@ ē @@=

If_2bmHi=
If7+b,.�i�oB2r=

It is also suggested that resources are made available in their native representation, e. g., in
various TEI dialects including TEI Lex-0, OntoLex/Lemon, and other formats in custom
DataViews. If necessary, stylesheets, e. g. XSL(T), can be used as a generic way to
transform TEI-based or XML-serialized RDF formats into a uniform presentation.

5.3 Search Portal / User Interface Prototype

The prototypical LexFCS search portal implementation is already available as a basis
for further discussion and refinements.k3 It provides access to endpoints maintained by
several lexical resource providers of Text+. A first stable version of the specification and
an improved user interface implementation is expected until end of 2023. As a means of
technical integration, the LexFCS aggregator provides an OpenAPI-compliant specification
of its RESTful API.kN

5.4 Software and Software Libraries

The source code of all infrastructural components is provided using open-source licenses.
This includes the central search portal,jy parsers and validators for LexCQL in various
programming languages,jR and specification and documentation artifacts.

6. Next Steps and Future Work
All mentioned constituents of the architecture are actively worked on and are incremen-
tally developed. Throughout specification and implementation, feedback is provided by
interested parties, particularly from but not limited to the Text+ and CLARIN projects.
With a first public release in the coming months – based on the current demonstrator –,
the availability and visibility of various lexical resources will be improved, including some
that were not easily accessible or even unknown to the general public until now. Future
work will therefore be focused on finalising the specification for the lexical search function-
ality. This includes the broader dissemination of the specification and providing reference
implementations by different parties.

One general question that has become salient during the previous work is the problem of
accessing restricted resources. Those restrictions – often because of legal obligations with
k3 ?iiTb,ff?/HX?�M/H2XM2ifRRykkfyyyy@yyyd@6"6k@.
kN ?iiTb,ff?/HX?�M/H2XM2ifRRykkfyyyy@yyyd@6"6k@.\m`H�TT2M/4Wk6QT2M�TBXDbQM
jy ?iiTb,ff;BiH�#X;r/;X/2fi2tiTHmbf�;@7+b@H2t@7+b@�;;`2;�iQ`
jR ?iiTb,ff;BiH�#X;r/;X/2fi2tiTHmbf
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Figure 4: Screenshot of the current frontend demonstrator

publishers that prevent public access – are adressed by extending the current specification
on (a) how to notify users about possible restrictions on resources, (b) how to present
possibly restricted results to an end-user, and (c) how to formalise the access modalities
of those resources. Scenarios might include only authenticated users being able to view
results as well as providing meta information about possible hits with users being only
able to view actual results at the institute or publisher in question. Using the estab-
lished �mi?2MiB+�iBQM � �mi?Q`Bx�iBQM AM7`�bi`m+im`2 (AAI) for federated authentication
mechanisms with a�JG/a?B##QH2i? (Needleman, 2004) is currently being worked on and
specifications as well as working prototypes are planned during this year in the context of
the overall development of the CLARIN FCS.

A major problem of federated search systems is the absence of a global result ranking.
Due to the distributed nature of the FCS, each endpoint decides how to rank its results.
Those criteria are often not comparable because of differences in local retrieval systems
or even the nature of the resources themselves. Results in the aggregator are therefore
only grouped by resource and providing endpoint, but not in a joint representation. Using
collection or provider based ranking approaches (Shokouhi & Si, 2011), result preference
based on specificity of records regarding a concrete query, or other standard information
retrieval methods might be a sensible approach.

Records containing lexical information referring to identical lemmas from different providers
are also an issue that can significantly reduce the usability for end users. It is planned
to evaluate the usage of external references to semantic wordnets – like Princetown
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) or GermaNet (Hamp & Feldweg, 1997) –, authority files – like
the AMi2;`�i2/ �mi?Q`Biv 6BH2 of the German National Library (DNB, 2023) –, or other
knowledge bases – like Wikidata (Vrandečić & Krötzsch, 2014) or Wiktionary – to allow a
sense-based combined representation of information from different data providers.

As the software is already publicly available, third parties that wish to make their lexical
data accessible over the FCS infrastructure can already set up endpoints for the aggregator.
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They can also deploy a self-contained instance of the FCS including their own aggregator.
Based on the specification, independent software solutions can also be developed, e. g.
based on the TEI publisher.jk However, we are not currently planning to provide software
beyond the reference implementations.
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